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Historical Outline
• 1688: George Morse dies leaving half his estate to his daughter, who had married Sir Samuel 

Astry
• The Great House was probably built by Samuel Astry at this time
• The Awdelett was built about the same time – possibly slightly earlier
• Samuel Astry died in 1704 and Lady Astry married Simon Harcourt in 1708 and promptly 

died
• Her daughter Arabella Astry inherited the Great House and married Charles William Howard, 

Lord Waldon, seventh Earl of Suffolk in 1715
• The Earl and the Countess died 4 months apart in 1722 and Sir John Smyth, husband of the 

Countess’s sister inherited the Henbury estate
• Sir John’s son, another John Smyth inherited in 1726, on his father’s death and he sold the 

Great House to Jarrit Smith, husband of his sister Florence in 1730
• In 1764 Jarrit Smith, now a Baronet, sold the Great House to Michael Miller, a merchant, 

who died in 1785
• Miller’s daughters sold the Great House to Henry Francis Brooke in 1792
• Brooke let it or sold it to Mrs Cooke, a schoolmistress, who turned it into a school for young 

ladies
• In the early 19th century it may have become derelict and was bought by Thomas Stock, 

another merchant, who had it demolished in 1809-1810 “retaining the old garden where 
Neptune presided over a pond strangely disproportionate to his bulky figure”



Kip Engravings of Henbury 1710: Seat of Simon Harcourt



Kip Engravings of Henbury 1710: Seat of John Sampson



The Old Manor House



The Great House in 1710



Statue of Neptune
on a dolphin
from the Great House 
garden, 
now in a corner of the 
courtyard of the 
Awdelett? 
Moved there from 
“across the road” in 
1952



View over Henbury c. 1750 by Thomas Robins



The location from which Thomas Robins made his drawing in 
~1750



The Isaac Taylor Map from 1777 definitively locates the Great House



The 18th Century Roads
GREAT HOUSE OLD MANOR HOUSE18th CENTURY ROADS



The Great House in 1809 a year before its demolition



The Awdelett published circa 1820

Henbury 
Lodge Hotel



Re-Cycling of Building Materials
• The demolition  of the Great House was almost 

simultaneous with the construction of Blaise Hamlet in 
about 1810

• Were any of the architectural elements or was any of its 
masonry re-used?

• The chimneys of the Hamlet are large in proportion to the 
cottages and in a 17th century style

• It is also rumoured that the pinkish stone in many of the 
walls around the village was taken from the Great House

• Also circa 1810 the modern Hallen Road running past the 
Hamlet superseded the old Hallen Road



Conclusions
• The Great House stood on the site of the Henbury 

Lodge Hotel and was built in the late 17th century
• Its main façade faced towards the Church
• It was demolished c.1809-1810
• The courses of the roads into Henbury from the 

north and the northwest were altered drastically at 
this time associated also with the creation of 
Blaise Hamlet

• The Old Manor House of the Sadleirs and later 
Thomas Farr stood in the close vicinity of the 
Church (west and slightly north) and was earlier 
than 1653 (possibly 16th century) 

• Where is Neptune??? Has anyone seen him???


